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Experiencing Work Experiencing Work One knows of a person who thinks of 

his work as a meaningful activity, a calling and a vocation. This person is an 

elementary school teacher in a public school. He teaches mathematics with 

gusto to children in the primary level. For him teaching is not just a 

profession. One has often heard him say, “ When a person enjoys work, it is 

no longer work for him. It is as if he is relaxing or playing and not working.” 

While most employees consider working in an office a torture, he considers 

the time he spends in school, time spent at home. One can see the joy in his 

face while teaching mathematics among children who even considers his 

subject the most difficult subject in school. 

Dedication to his career is one of his most admirable characteristics. He does

not mind spending long hours in school. He values each minute spent 

tutoring students who are having a hard time understanding their lessons. 

He does not only teach them math, he is also considered by most students 

as their best friend. Most students come to him to ask for advice with 

regards to their other subjects or even about their personal problems. 

When asked why he chose the teaching profession, when it is a job which is 

not financially rewarding, he smiles and answers, “ Money is not the most 

important thing in this world. What is more rewarding is being able to help 

other people.” He adds, “ My reward is not in this world. Mine is in heaven.” 

He said that he was once offered by a large company to be part of its 

training department. It offered a very lucrative salary with several fringe 

benefits to go with it. He refused the job because he knew that he will not be

happy working for that firm. He said that he will not find fulfillment in a job 

with a high salary if he does not enjoy doing it. 

He is now 45 years old but has remained single. His dedication to his 
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profession no longer gave him time to have a family of his own. He considers

his students his family. 

While other employees hate waking up each morning because they will be 

doing the same boring job again, he always thanks God for another day 

where he can share his talents and skills with other people. He said that he is

one of the lucky persons who have found his true vocation. It has brought 

meaning to his life. At night, when he feels so tired from a days’ work, he just

thinks of the number of children whom he has taught that day and all the 

tired muscles seem to go away. The satisfaction that he gets from teaching 

is more than enough to relax him at night. 

He also said that another reason why he enjoys his profession is that he 

always feels young and energetic being with young people every day. His 

pupils serve as his inspiration to do better in his career. 

He once uttered that if he was to live his life again, he will still choose to be a

teacher. Although his job does not bring him material wealth, he feels that 

he is the richest man on earth. He claims that his riches are the number of 

students whom he has taught and who hopefully will become responsible 

individuals of society in the future. Teaching gives him a sense of 

achievement especially when he sees his students learn a new mathematical

skill. He takes great pride at seeing some of his students graduate from 

college. For him, their achievement is his success too. 

For this person, not a day did he regret being a teacher. This is a job which 

he immensely enjoys and would not trade for any high-paying job in this 

world. 
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